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This gearbox delivers the perfect balance of strength and durability through its use of a
superior 4kg viscous coupling, this all-encompassing gearbox is built for all day fun on

the track with no worries about gearbox longevity and reliability. Each gearbox is totally
reconditioned using new and serviced components with a thorough inspection to
internal components such as synchroniser cones, bearings, sliding sleeves and

differential. Our standard assembly practice includes the use of new genuine Subaru
gaskets and sealing compounds with every Subaru gearbox bench tested to ensure

correct gear selection and rotation prior to fitment or dispatch. The Best Choice version
comes with a 12 month or 25,000Km warranty whichever comes first warranty. The
other 5th gearbox in our range is the 4.0 "best choice" 5th gearbox for the Subaru

WRX/STi. It includes all the latest components to suit all Subaru's platforms, and can be
upgraded to many more gears if needed. No matter what upgrade you choose, it will be
100% tested for quality assurance and functionality prior to production. Every gearbox

is totally reconditioned using brand NEW revised components with a thorough
inspection to internal components such as synchroniser cones, bearings, sliding sleeves

and differential. Our standard assembly practice includes the use of new genuine
Subaru gaskets and sealing compounds with every Subaru gearbox bench tested to
ensure correct gear selection and rotation prior to fitment or dispatch of any Subaru
gearbox that we sell. The Best Choice version comes with a 12 month or 25,000Km

warranty whichever comes first warranty.
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This transmission has been
developed from years of

own experience and gained
knowledge and insight of
many different cars, and

their power transfer
systems. Equipped with new
revised components it will
perform as it should. Each

gearbox is totally
reconditioned using brand
NEW revised components
with a thorough inspection
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to internal components such
as synchroniser cones,

bearings, sliding sleeves
and differential. Our

standard assembly practice
includes the use of new

genuine Subaru gaskets and
sealing compounds with
every Subaru gearbox
bench tested to ensure

correct gear selection and
rotation prior to fitment or
dispatch. The best choice
version comes with a 12
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month or 25,000Km
warranty whichever comes
first warranty. The different
5th gearboxes have been

designed and developed for
all different Subaru

Platforms, this will allow you
to achieve the best

reliability and the best
gearbox performance for

your own vehicle. The
majority of the components

are all brand new as we
upgraded the gearsets to
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the latest revision. Each
gearbox is totally

reconditioned using brand
NEW revised improved
Subaru gears, new and

serviced components with a
thorough inspection to

internal components such
as synchroniser cones,

bearings, viscous coupling
and differential. Our

standard assembly practice
includes the use of new

genuine Subaru gaskets and
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sealing compounds with
every Subaru gearbox
bench tested to ensure

correct gear selection and
rotation prior to fitment or
dispatch. The best choice
version comes with a 12

month or 25,000Km
warranty whichever comes
first warranty. 5ec8ef588b
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